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ABSTRACT The ongoing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has re-
sulted in shortages of nasopharyngeal swabs (NPS) and viral transport media, neces-
sitating the search for alternate diagnostic specimens, such as saliva. We directly
compared matched saliva and NPS specimens from symptomatic patients suspected
of having COVID-19. An enhanced saliva specimen (i.e., strong sniff, elicited cough,
and collection of saliva/secretions) was collected without transport medium prior to
collection of NPS from 224 patients with symptoms deemed consistent with COVID-
19. Both specimens were tested with the CDC 2019 nCoV real-time RT-PCR diagnos-
tic panel (4 February 2020 version), with the NPS result used as the reference stan-
dard. For the 216 patients included in the final analysis, there was 100% positive
agreement (38/38 positive specimens) and 99.4% negative agreement (177/178 neg-
ative specimens). The one discrepant specimen had the presence of severe acute re-
spiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) confirmed in the saliva specimen us-
ing an alternate FDA EUA assay. The overall mean difference in cycle threshold (CT)
values for the positive NPS and saliva specimens was �3.61 (95% confidence inter-
val [CI], �5.78 to �1.44; P � 0.002). An enhanced saliva specimen performed as well
as NPS for the qualitative detection of SARS-CoV-2 in symptomatic patients, al-
though the overall mean viral load in saliva was lower.
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Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has rapidly spread
from person to person, crossing international boundaries at an unprecedented

rate (1). The ensuing pandemic has uncovered a number of deficits in the ability of
societies to respond rapidly to an infectious disease public health emergency (2).
Inadequate testing equipment and supplies, shortages of ventilators, insufficient
personal protective equipment, exhaustion of viral/universal transport medium
supplies, and inadequate nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) inventories have necessitated
innovation and adaptation in health care delivery (2). Specifically, the shortage of
NPSs, the standard specimen collection device for the diagnosis of respiratory viral
infections, has necessitated the investigation and employment of nasal midturbi-
nate swabs, anterior nares swabs, and even saliva as alternate specimens for the
diagnosis of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) infection (3–5). Several studies
have investigated the use of saliva as a specimen for testing for SARS-CoV-2, with
mixed results (3, 5–11). We therefore undertook a direct NPS-to-saliva specimen
comparison to provide further clarification regarding the use of saliva as a potential
specimen for testing.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
We undertook a comparison of saliva as a clinical specimen for SARS-CoV-2 testing with the standard

NPS specimen, following the approval of the Institutional Review Board of the Cleveland Clinic. The age
and self-declared race and sex were collected for each patient.

Specimen collection. Patients with symptoms consistent with COVID-19, as determined by a
licensed health care provider and reviewed by a second health care provider, were directed to a
specimen collection location. Upon registration, the patients were asked if they would be willing to
voluntarily submit a saliva specimen for specimen validation purposes and were provided with a patient
information sheet explaining the rationale of the study and the additional specimen that would be
required. If the patient agreed to submit a saliva specimen for comparative purposes, they were provided
with a specimen collection cup and given instructions (see the supplemental material) on how to provide
the specimen while they waited in line in their car for NPS collection. The patient was instructed to “snuff”
(i.e., sniff strongly) to gather any nasal secretion/mucus into the oropharynx, to cough to produce any
phlegm, and then to submit these secretions and additional saliva until the specimen reached the
premarked fill line on the sterile specimen collection container (also called a urine cup). We requested
3 ml of saliva/naso-oropharyngeal secretions (referred to here as “enhanced saliva”) for this study but
accepted whatever volume the patient could provide. After enhanced-saliva collection, an NPS was
collected in a standard manner by a trained health care professional. The NPS was placed in 0.9% normal
saline, which is a validated, standard-of-care specimen transport medium for SARS-CoV-2 testing (12).
Both specimens were simultaneously submitted and processed for SARS-CoV-2 testing by a reverse
transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) method. The specimens were refrigerated at the collection site and trans-
ported to the laboratory in insulated coolers with ice packs.

SARS-CoV-2 testing. All specimens were tested on the day they were collected. The saliva specimen,
if viscous, was rendered more liquid using 0.5% dithiothreitol. After this, both the saliva and the NPS in
transport medium were independently processed for SARS-CoV-2 testing, as described elsewhere (13). In
brief, 200 �l of specimen was rendered noninfectious using bacterial lysis buffer (Roche Diagnostics,
Indianapolis, IN). Then, 200 �l of inactivated specimen was processed for nucleic acid extraction using
the MagNA Pure system (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN), which yielded 50 �l of eluate.

Five microliters of eluate was added to 15 �l of PCR master mix for each of the PCR wells for each
of the four components of the CDC 2019 nCoV real-time RT-PCR diagnostic panel (4 February 2020
version) (14). ABI 7500 Fast Dx instruments were used for real-time PCR. The four components consist of
primers/probes designed to detect three unique targets on the nucleocapsid (N) gene of the SARS-CoV-2
genome and a human gene (RNase P) amplification control. The amplification and detection of all three
N gene targets were required to characterize a specimen as positive. If amplification of only one or two
of the N gene targets occurred, then the result was characterized as indeterminate. Any specimen
characterized as indeterminate was documented but excluded from further analysis. If the N gene targets
were not detected, then detection of the RNase P gene was required to characterize a specimen as
negative. Specimens with no amplification of the N gene targets and no amplification of the RNase P
gene target were characterized as reflecting amplification control failure and excluded from further
analysis.

Statistical analysis. The NPS result was used as the reference standard to calculate the positive and
negative percent agreement (PPA and NPA) for the matched enhanced saliva specimen. The mean cycle
threshold (CT) value was determined from the three SARS-CoV-2 genetic loci targeted by the CDC assay
(i.e., N1, N2, and N3) for each of the positive specimens. The matched CT values from the NPS and
enhanced saliva specimens were recorded and correlated with one another using the Pearson correlation
coefficient. The overall mean CT values were determined for positive NPS specimens and positive saliva
specimens and compared. Additionally, the CT values of the human RNase P gene amplification control
from the NPS specimens were compared with those from the corresponding saliva specimens as a
surrogate for cellularity of the specimens.

RESULTS

Two hundred twenty-four patients with symptoms deemed consistent with
COVID-19 submitted an enhanced saliva specimen 5 to 10 min prior to having a
matched NPS collected by a trained medical professional. After testing and for sim-
plicity, 8 specimens were excluded from the final comparative analysis, due to internal
amplification control failure (1) or an indeterminate test result in one of the specimens
(7). Five (71%) of the indeterminate results occurred with saliva specimens and two
(29%) with NPS specimens. Of the remaining 216 paired specimens, there were 38 NPS
specimens that were positive for SARS-CoV-2, all of which had corresponding positive
saliva specimens (100% PPA). Of the remaining 178 NPS specimens that were negative
for SARS-CoV-2, 177 had corresponding negative saliva specimens (99.4% NPA). The
one discordant specimen with negative NPS results and positive saliva results had the
presence of SARS-CoV-2 in the saliva specimen confirmed using the Aptima SARS-CoV-2
transcription mediated amplification assay (Panther System) (Hologic, Inc., San Diego,
CA). The CT values from RT-PCRs from the saliva from this discordant specimen were
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34.4 cycles for N1, 34.7 cycles for N2, and 34.6 cycles for N3, which indicates a low viral
load.

The findings from the seven specimens that were excluded from analysis because
the result from either the NPS specimen or saliva specimen was indeterminate are
further described. Four of the seven had a negative result from the NPS specimen and
an indeterminate because one of the three PCRs of the CDC assay was positive in the
saliva specimen. Two of the remaining saliva specimens were positive, whereas the
corresponding NPS specimens were indeterminate due to the amplification of one or
two of the N gene targets. Conversely, one NPS specimen was positive, whereas the
corresponding saliva specimen demonstrated amplification of only 2 of the 3 N gene
targets. Therefore, if all positive results were included in the final analysis, an additional
positive would be added for saliva specimens over NPS specimens. The specimen with
the amplification control failure was an NPS specimen.

The mean (SD) CT value of the RNase P amplification control of the NPS specimens
was 25.1 (2.2) cycles, whereas the mean (SD) CT value of this target for the saliva
specimens was 23.0 (1.8). The mean difference in CT values was 2.1 (95% confidence
interval [CI], 1.8 to 2.4; P � 0.001), which suggests that the saliva specimens had a
greater cellularity than the NPS specimens.

The ages of the patients presenting for testing ranged from 18 to 82 years old, with
a mean age of 44 years. The demographic characteristics of the patients with
laboratory-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection were as follows. The average age was
47 years old. Twenty-five patient were female, and 14 were male. The self-declared
races were black (n � 19), white (n � 13), multiracial (n � 3), and one each of Hispanic,
other, declined, and unavailable.

Although cycle threshold values were distributed widely overall, those for NPS
specimens were lower than those for saliva specimens (Fig. 1A). The overall mean (SD)
CT value for the positive NPS specimens was 20.55 (5.36) cycles, whereas the corre-
sponding overall mean (SD) CT value for enhanced saliva specimens was 24.16 (4.80)
cycles, for a mean difference in CT value for paired NPS and saliva specimens of �3.61
(95% CI, �5.78 to �1.44; P � 0.002). Seventy-one percent of the saliva specimens had
higher CT values (i.e., lower viral loads) than the matched NPS specimens (Fig. 1B). There
was little correlation between the CT values (i.e., viral loads) of the positive saliva and
NPS specimens (Pearson correlation coefficient, r � 0.162; P � 0.333) (Fig. 1C). The three
RT-PCRs that targeted SARS-CoV-2 were highly correlated one to another within a
specimen type (Fig. S1).

DISCUSSION

The national shortage of supplies, which includes NPS and viral transport medium,
has necessitated innovative approaches and the evaluation of alternate specimen types

FIG 1 (A) The median CT for saliva specimens is significantly higher overall than that for NPS specimens. (B) Individual CT values for matched NPS and saliva
specimens. Seventy-one percent of NPS specimens had lower CT values (i.e., higher viral loads) than matched saliva specimens. (C) Poor correlation between
CT values for NPS and matched saliva specimens.
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for the laboratory-based diagnosis of COVID-19 (2, 15). Saliva is an attractive specimen
type, since it eliminates the need for a swab and transport medium and can potentially
decrease the interaction time between health care providers and potentially infected
individuals, which could affect personal protective equipment usage and exposure risk
(9). Although several groups have investigated the use of saliva for the detection of
SARS-CoV-2, the results have been inconsistent with regard to the superiority of this
specimen type. We therefore undertook a study to evaluate and further clarify the use
of saliva as an alternate specimen type for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 by comparing
saliva samples with matched NPSs.

The well-conducted study by Wyllie et al. (11) examined first morning saliva spec-
imens and demonstrated a higher SARS-CoV-2 viral load in saliva compared with
matched NPS in hospitalized patients. This study also reported less temporal variability
between specimens and more consistent self-sampling, which led this group to con-
clude that first morning saliva was a superior specimen to NPS (11). The finding by
Wyllie et al. of a greater viral load in first morning saliva specimens than in NPS
specimens was in contrast to the findings reported in the current study, which used a
midday enhanced saliva specimen as the NPS comparator.

The conclusions of Wyllie et al. were supported by the work of Kojima and col-
leagues, who studied supervised and unsupervised oral fluid collection for the detec-
tion of SARS-CoV-2, with NPS as a comparator (3). They reported that supervised oral
fluid collection identified the most infected patients (90%), followed by NPS (79%), and
finally unsupervised oral fluid collection (66%). The reason for the poor performance of
the unsupervised oral fluid specimen was that some of the infected patients failed to
elicit a cough, as instructed, which was informative for our study design. To et al.
studied the temporal profiles of posterior oropharyngeal specimens (sputa) and found
that they were highest after the first week of onset of symptoms and higher in older
individuals (16).

The model of collecting and evaluating a first morning saliva collection did not fit
with our approach to outpatient testing. We therefore designed a study to compare a
self-collected saliva specimen from symptomatic patients in an outpatient testing
center (i.e., drive through) that was obtained just prior to the routine NPS collection.
Testing symptomatic patients when they presented to the testing center (i.e., regard-
less of the time of day) was more consistent with our practice than requesting a first
morning saliva specimen. Based on the report by Kojima et al. (3), we sought to obtain
an enhanced saliva specimen. Our instruction sheet requested that the patient snuff
(i.e., obtain nasal/nasopharyngeal secretions using a strong sniff), elicit a cough to
introduce lung and tracheal secretions into the oropharynx, and finally expel the mouth
contents and continue to collect saliva until 3 ml was obtained. Although we did not
record the compliance of the patients with these instructions, we did demonstrate a
100% PPA for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 between the NPS and the enhanced saliva
specimens.

Saliva, however, has not been found to be an adequate specimen compared to NPS
in all studies. Chen et al. reported an only 84.5% PPA when NPS was compared with
oropharyngeal saliva specimens (6). In this study, 10.3% of patients with laboratory-
confirmed COVID-19 were identified by NPS only, whereas 5.2% were identified by
saliva only, and the remaining 84.5% were identified using both specimen types.
Similarly, Fernández-Pittol and colleagues (17) reported a sensitivity of saliva of only
83.8%, using a heat-inactivation protocol prior to testing. This group also reported that
the cohort that yielded the sensitivity of 83.8% included individuals with more remote
disease, which has been shown by others to have decreased viral loads in upper
respiratory specimens (18, 19). When only individuals with symptoms of �9 days
duration were included in the analysis, then the sensitivity of saliva in this study
increased to 90%, which is consistent with findings of others (5, 7); the study was
limited to adults. Additional studies are needed to determine the acceptability of saliva
as an alternate specimen type in children.

The cycle threshold (CT) has been used appropriately throughout this pandemic as
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a surrogate for viral load (13, 20). Although the enhanced saliva specimens were
adequate to confirm the diagnosis of COVID-19 in this study (100% PPA), we, like
others, detected lower viral loads (i.e., higher CT values) in saliva specimens than in the
corresponding NPS specimens (6, 9, 10). The CT values for NPS were lower (i.e., the viral
loads were higher) than those for saliva in 71% of the specimens (Fig. 1A and B). The
lower viral load in saliva may also explain the higher rate of indeterminate results (i.e.,
failure to amplify all three N gene targets in the CDC assay) for saliva specimens (5/7)
compared with) NPS specimens (2/7).

In conclusion, our studies support the use of saliva as an alternate diagnostic
specimen type for the laboratory-based diagnosis of COVID-19 in symptomatic
individuals. The lower viral load in an enhanced saliva specimen suggests that false
negatives would be more likely to occur with saliva specimens than with NPS
specimens in individuals with lower viral loads. This finding may have implications
if enhanced saliva specimens are used for asymptomatic screening (e.g., presurgical
screening), as viral loads may be lower than in cases of symptomatic COVID-19, but
the consequences of missing individuals with such low viral loads should be
insignificant.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material is available online only.
SUPPLEMENTAL FILE 1, PDF file, 0.5 MB.
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